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AN INTERACTIVE SIMUL.4.TION' PROGR.6J.tHNG SYSTl:!M 
lCU'.CH ,CONVERSES IN ENGLJSH 
George E. Heidorn 
Nev.d · Postgraduate SchMl 
Abstract 
In this paper an experimental system for producing simulation 
programs through natural language dialogue with a computer is 
described. With the current version of this system, which 
operates under CP/CMS on an IBM 360/67, a queuing problew may 
be stated to the computer in English. The system che~ks the 
problem description for completeness, and if necessary, asks 
questions which may 'be answered in English. Then it can 
produce an English des-.:;ription of the problem as it "sees" 
it and a GPSS progTam fQr performing the simulation. The 
user may then modify the problem through further dialogue to 
produce additional p1•ograms, as desil'ed. A comp 1 ete sample 
problem is included in ~he paper. 
1his paper reports on work which is being in his own natural language, and have the· .. ~omput.ar 
done at the Naval Postgraduate SchC1ol to develop 
a system for performing simulation an.alyses . 
through natural language (e.g. English) inter-
action with a e:omputer. The eventual goal is to 
enable an analyst seated at a terminal to "talk" 
with the computer about his .simulation problem. 
"unders;.and" the problem and do the simulation, 
reporting the results in. the s.ame natural ,language. 
In such a system the computer would function as an 
intelligent assistant with great computing powers 
- actually a combination programmer an.d coriiputer. 
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The status of this system as of the time cf 
this writing is that it can carry on a dialogue 
in English about a'simple qusuing proulem and 
then produce a GPSS program to do the simulation. 
This is essentially the programmer part of the 
total system described above. 
1bis project has been influenced by work 
bein& done in the areas of simulation programmir.g 
languages, artificial intelligeni:e ,· and linguis-
tics. 'rtle entity-attribute-value ~'wodd view" of 
both SIM.SCRIPT [1] and GPSS [2] plays a central 
role in this system. Ideas have been borrowed 
from artificial intelligence work on natural-
language question-answering systems [3,4], and 
the language processing has been done within the 
framework of Stratificational Linguistics [5,6]. 
This p:ipeT is intended to serve as an intro-
duction to the syste1n being developed and to 
demonstrate some of the capabilities of the cur-
i·ent version. Another introductory paper based 
on a slightly earlier veuion is available [7] , 
and a very detailed technical report has been 
prepared [8]. 'Ihis paper consists primarily of 
a sample problem and an explanation of i~s over-
all processing, without details of tha linguistic 
aspects. 
:z. The S!1!Z,le Probl~ 
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show a terminal ..session 
with this systea for a sample probln. The 
statement.numbers whiCh appear ~here were added 
for ease of reference in the discussion. All of 
the lciller case typing was done by t.h~ user, and 
all of the UPPER CASE by_ the computer. 
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l~ vehicles an:-ive at a station. 
2. the station has just one pump. 
3. a vehicle will leave the station inmediately 
afte?' arriving if the length t.f the line at 
the pump is not less than two. 
4. otherwise, it is serviced there; then it 
leaves. 
S. service time~ are exponential, with a mean of 
S minutes for cars and 9 minutes for trucks. 
6. three quarters of the vehicles. are cars and 
one fourth of them are trucks. 
7. is the statement of the problem complete? 
HOW OFTEN 00 nm VEHICLES ARRIVE AT THE 
STATION? 
s. arrivals are nol'Dl8lly distributed with a mean 
of 8 minutes and a st~dru:d deviation of 2 
minutes. 
HC"M LONG SHALL .Th'E SIMULATICll BB RUN? 
9. the basic time ~'llit to be used in the model 
is 30 seconds. 
HOW LONG SHALL 1ilE SIMULATION BB KUN? 
10. eight hours. 
mE PROBLEM STATEMENT.IS COMPLETE. 
Figure 1. The English statement of the problem 
being given to the system. 
'lbe first figure shows th~ problem descrip-
tion being give:n to the system. As can be seen 
there, the user entered six statements and then 
asked if the probl~m description was complete. 
'ilte system real.bed that info1-mation about thfJ 
inter-arrival times was llissing, so it asked a 
que~tion about that, which the user responded to 
with a complete ~~ntence~ 'Dien the system asked 
how long the model was to b~ run, but the user 
chose to give infoi:iaation about the basic time 
unit instead, which would have been the subject 
of the next· question. After processing the reply, 
11. describe th~ problem in english. 
THE VEHICLES ARRIVE AT TIIE STATION. THE 
TIME BETWEEN ARRIVALS OF THE VEHICLES AT 'IHE 
STATION IS NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED, WITI! A MEAN OF 
8 MINlITES AND A STANDARD DEVIATION OF 2 MINUTES. 
75 PERCENT OF nm VEHICLES ARE CARS, AND TIIE 
REST ARE TRUCKS. AFTER ARRIVTNG AT THE STATION, 
IF THE LENGTH OF THE LINE AT THE PUMP IN THE 
STATION IS LESS nt.AN 2, 'Il!E VEHICLE WILL BE 
SERVICED AT THE PUMP IN THE STATION. OTHERWISE, 
THE VEHICLE WILL LEAVE nm STATION' nm TIME 
FOR THE VEHICLES TO BE SERVICED AT THE PUMP IN 
THE STATION IS EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED, WITH A 
MEAN OF 5 MINUTES FOR THE CARS, AND 9 MINUTES 
FOR THE TRUCKS. AFTER BEING SERVICED AT THE 
PUMP IN THE STATION, THE VEHICLE~ 1,EAVE THE 
STATION. 
nm Slk1JLATION IS TO BE RUN FOR 8 HOURS. 
USING A BASIC TIME UNIT OF 30 SECONDS. 
Figure 2. The English problem description 
producad by the system. 
the ~ystem again asked the question about the 
run time. This time the user responded with the 
phrase, "eight hours". Then the system an-
nounced that it had a complete problem statement, 
i.e. one for which it could produce r;_ GPSS 
program. 
In the second figure there is a description 
of the problem' 11in the computer's OW'il words", 
which the user can read carefully to see if the 
system "understood" him. Then the third figure 
shows the GPSS program produ~ed by the system 
for peTforming the sinn.ilation. 
3. The Overall A&roach 
If a simulation programmer were given a 
queuing problem stated in a natural language, he 
would probably read it one or n~re times to form 
a "mental image" of the system being described 
and to note the points of interest in it. If the 
. d.escription were not clear to him or if essential 
information were missing, he might ask questions 
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12. write a gpss program for this problem. 
SIMULA.TE 
RMULT 277,423,715,121,655,531,999,813 
• STAT! f.QU 1, P ,Q 
PUMP2 EQU 2,F,Q 
CAR2 EQU 2,T 
2 TABLE Ml,1,1,2 
TRUC:S EQU 3, T 
3 TABLE Ml,l,1,2 
l FUNCTION RN1,C24 
o. 0,0. 0/ .100, .104/. 200 •• 222/. 300,. 355/ 
.4oo,.sog/.soo,.690/.600,.91s/.700,1.200/ 
.750,l.390/.800,1.600/.840rl•830/.880,2.l20/ 
.900,2.~00/ .920,2.520/ .940.,2.810/ .SS0,2.990/ 
.960~3.200/.970~3.500/.980,3.900/.990,4.600/ 
.99Sf5.300/.998,6.200/•999,7.000/l.000,8.000/ 
2 f1JNCTION RN2,C29 
0.0,-3.000/.012,-2.250/;02i,-l.930/.043,-1.720/ 
.062,-l.540/.084,-i.380/.104,-1.260/.~31,-l,120/ 






3 FUNCTION Pl ,D2 
CAR2,10/TRUC3,18/ 
4 FUNCTION RN3,02 
.7SO,CAR2/l.OOO,TRUC3/ 
1 FVARIABLE 16+4*FN2 
• 
* THE VEHICLES ARRIVE AT THE STATION. GENERATE Vl 
ASSIGN l,FN4 
TES1' L Q$PUMP2,2,ACT2 
TRANSFER ,ACT3 
* 
* THE VEHICLES LEAVE THE STATION. 
* 
ACT2 TABULATE Pl 
TERMINATE 
* THE VEHICLES ARE SERVICED AT THE PUMP. 











Figure 3. The GPSS program produced 
by i:he system. 
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of the writer untH he felt that he c~mpletely 
understood th~ proble~ and had all the info:rma-
tion he needed to do the program. At this point 
he might. state the problem "in his 01m w1'd.s" to an attribute may be simply a nUllbeir or a nDl!le. or 
the writsr as a chec~ on his undsrstanding of it. it may be a pointer to another record. 
Finally, he Wl"'lld thiuk abOut the problem in A queuing probl~m typically deals with 
terDlS of the concepts of the computer language he physical entities, ·such as cars or ships, moving 
planned to use, and then he ttOUld write the through a system to be serviced in some manner at 
program. other physical entities, su~h as a pUllip or a dock, 
'ihe computer system being described here 
serves the same tole as the simulation program-
mer described above. Therefore, it was designed 
to follow essentially the same overall procedur3 
as he does. as can be seen from the example in 
Figures 1 through 3. TI1e computer's counterpart 
of the programmer's mental image, the Intomal 
Problem Description, is central to the operation 
of this system and will be discussed fil'st, fol-
lowed by Jiscuss"ions of the English input, the 
English output, and the GPSS program. 
4. The Internal Problem Description 
The Intornal Problem Description (IPI:') is 
an entity-att~ibute-value data structure for ' 
holding information about a particular problem 
in a language-independent fo·.rm. Entity-attri-
bute-v&lue d~ta structures have been widely used 
both in artificial intelligence applications and 
in simulation progrmmidng systems such as 
SIMSCRIPT and GPSS. In the IPD an entity is 
represented by a "re,~ord", which is just a list 
of attribute-value pairs. Some of the records 
in an IPD x·epresent physical entities, such as a 
car or a dock, and others represent abstract 
enti~ies, such as an action or a function. The 
attributes which a record has depend, of course, 
upon the entity being represented. 'nle value of 
in the system. Here, the former of these are 
termed "mobile entities", and the latter are 
c:-.alled "stationary entities". (In SIMSCRIPT these 
are te!':!';orary snd permanent entities, and in GPSS 
they are transactions and facilities and storages.) 
As t~e mobile entities move through the system, 
they engage in 'actions" at the stationary en-
tities. Some of these actions are instantaneous, 
such as ardve and leave, and are callea "events"; 
others, such as service and load, consume time end 
ar3 referred to as "activities" here. 
The IPD describes the flow of mobile entities 
through a system, by specifying the actions which 
take place there and their interrelationships. 
Each of these actions is represented by a record 
which has attributes to furnish such information 
as the type of action, the entity doing the action, 
the one to whom the actfon is being done, the 
location where it happens. how long it takes, how 
often it occurs, and what happens next. 
A graphic portrayal of the IPD built by the 
system for the sample problem of Figure 1 appears 
.i 
in Figure 4. In the figure each record of the IPD 
is Tepresented by a box, with the name of the 
record appearing at the top of the br.x. With the 
exception of MEMORY and 1AC1'NLIST', these names do 

































































placed on the drawing sinq>ly to furnish a mea~s 
of referring to the various r~cords in 1!1e dis-
cussion which follows. In each box the attri-
bute-value paiYs of the ~ecord are shown, with 
the attribute name or nUltlber on the left and its 
value on the right. Ma."1.y of the values are 
pointers to other records in the IPD, in which 
case an appropriate arrow is drawn. 
It can be seen tha't MEMORY is the only 
record which is 1mt pointed to by some other 
record. It plays a rather central role in the 
IPD, being used both to hold gln'bal information 
about the problem (e.g. problem time and the 
basic time unit) and to serve as sort of a 
directory into tho rest of the IPD. Only one 
portion of the "directory" was included in this 
drawing in order to keep the number of lines at 
a minimum. TI1e portion included is the "action 
list" ('ACTNLIST'), which, as can be seen~ con-
tains pointers to each of the three action re-
cords. Not included in the drawing are the lists 
for mobile entities ( 'MOBI.IST'), stationary en-
tities ('STALIST') • distributions ( 1 DSTRLIS'f 1 ), 
and successor descriptor~ ('SCSRLIST'). Tite 
action list may be considered to be the most 
important list, because of the key role which 
actions play in a problem description. 
~very IPD record, except for the MEMORY 
record w:•d the lists just mentioned, has a 
SUPerset attribute pointing to the "named record" 
repres~nting the concept of which this record is 
a specific instliJlce. For example, the SUP at-
tribute of the first action record (RECll) points 
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to the named record 'ARRIV', indicating that this 
action (vehicles arrive at a station) is a spe-
cif:tc instance of the concept "arriv". Named re-
cords contain information about the wo1-ds a.~d con-
Cef tS for queuing problems and are entered into 
the system at initialization time. 
each action reco~d in the IPO must have 
either an AGENT or a GOA!. which points to a mobile 
entity record. 11\e AGEl'IT of an action is the one 
doing th.a action, and the GOAL is the one to whoEl 
the a~tion is being done. The MTR attribute tells 
which of these two is pointing to a mobile entity. 
Each action record must also have a LOCATION at-
tribute pointing to a "location descriptor" re-
cord, which in turn points to a stationary entity 
record. An event like 'ARRIV' or 'ENTER' must 
have an IE1M (inter-event time) attribute to 
specify the time between occurrences of the event, 
and an activity (e.g. 'SERVIC' or 'LOAD') must 
have a DURATION attribute to specify the time 
taken to perfo:tm the activity. These times C!ln 
be constants, standard probability distr:lbutions, 
functions, or combinations of these, some of which 
can be seen in the drawing. REC42 in the arawing 
is a function which has the records for car and 
truck as its X values and the records for S min-
utes and 9 minutes as its Y values. 'lbe ASNDISTR 
attribute of an 'ARRIV' specifies the percentages 
of the various kinds of entities which arrive, in 
the form of a cumulative probability distribution. 
REC43 in the drawLng furnishes an example of this. 
(The NUM attribute of a 'DECIMAL' record is con-
sidered to be in parts-per-thousand.) The 
attribules ~ORC, FNARG, and PNUM which appear in 
REC42 aM\ REC43 e.re needed for encoding the GPSS 
program. 
Each action record, except a 'LEAV', must 
have a SUCCes~or attribute to specify which ac-
tion the mobile f:.Utity of this action is involved 
in next. The value of SUCC may simply be a 
pointer to another action record, or it may be a 
pointer to a "successor descriptor" record. 
RECSl in the drawing is an example of one of the 
five types of successor descriptors currently 
available in the system. 'Ibis particular record, 
which is a 'QTYP' can be interpreted as saying, 
"If the length of the line at the p~ (SUCARG) 
is less than two (MAXQ), go to be serviced 
(OPENAC'J') ; otherwise, leave (CLOSACT). " .The 
other types of successor descriptors available 
handle such situations as "If the pump is busy, 
the vehicle leaves. 11 , 11Cars are serviced, and 
trucks leave.", and ''Half of the vehicles are 
serviced, and the rest leave." 
It can be seen in the drawing that the 
records for 'CAR' and 'TRUCK' each have a 
STRUCture attribute pointing to the record for 
'VEHICLE'. 1bis is related to the idea of the 
"assignment distribution" (ASNDISTR}, and es-
sentially means that cars and trucks may be re-
f erred to as vehicles in the problem description. 
The attribute CLASATR (class attribute) in the 
'VEHICLE' record indicates what is the distin-
guishing attribute of any records which have a 
STRUC attribute pointing to this record. (SOUP 
is synonymous with SUP in this case.) Part of 
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the usefulness of tha STRUC attribute is that it 
avoids some unnecessary duplication of information. 
For example, the value of th~ CONSL'MPtion attri-
bute is the same for both cars and trucks in this 
problem, so it need be stored only once, up in the 
'VEHICLE' record. (CON~UMP indicates how many 
units of a resource are required by a DlJbi!e en-
tity.) 
Each entity and action record is assigned an 
identificatiM number (IDNO) for use in the GPSS 
program. The value of IDNAME is formed by con-
catenating the first throe or four letters of the 
NAME of the SUP of a record with ·the value of its 
IDNO. CAPACITY, QUANTITY, and CONSUMP are given 
default values of 1 or 1 ONE' if they are not 
specified in the original problem description. 
('ONE' is a named record, with a SUP of 1UNIT' 
and a NUM of 1. ) 
5. TI\e English Statement of the Problem 
At the beginning of a terminal session there 
is no IPD. It is the English input that furnishes 
the information which enables the system to build 
one. For example, when sentence 1 w~s processed, 
REC21 and REC31 were created and their SUP and 
IDNO attributes were given values. Also, REC61 
was created, with values for its SUP and LOCOBJ 
attributes, and RECll was created, with values for 
its SUP, IDNO, AGENT, and LOCATION. When sen-
tence 3 was processed, REC12, REC63, and RECS! 
were created with some attributes, and the SUCC 
attribute was added to RECll. 
Sentences which occur in natural language 
descriptions of queuing problem.s can be considered 
to fall into two caugorie:s: "action sentences" 
and "attrii,ute sentences". An action se11tence 
has as its m.in verb an act.ion ver1', whiclt is 
modified by phrases and clauses to specify the 
values of the attributes of the ~ction. For 
A.fter arriving, if the dock is 
available, the sh.ip is unloaded 
at the dock. 
is an action sentence; the action is "unlo&d"s 
its goal is "ship", its location i:.; "dock", its 
predecessor is "arrive", an~ its condition is 
"dock available". It should ~ noted that the 
'• 
order ol most of the phrases and clauses in this 
sentence could be changed without altering the 
information content. 
An attribute sentence has as its main verb 
an attribute verb, and is used to specify the 
value of some attribute of some record in the 
IPD. For example, 
'Ihe time to unload the ship 
is 8 hours. 
says that the value of the "time" (actually 
duration) attribute of the action record 
nunload ship" is "8 liours". An equivalent 
statement would be 
It takes 8 hours to unload 
the ship. 
'Ibe English statement of the problem must 
describe the flow of .:1bile entities through 
the queuina system. 'Ibis is done by saying some-
thing about each action that takes place there, 
and how it is related to other actions. Bach 
mobile entity must "arrive" at or "enter" the 
system. Then it may go throur.h one or more 
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other actions, such as "sen·ice/' "load," 
''unload," and "wait." Then, typically" i't 
"leaves" the system. The Ol'der in which these 
actions take place must be made explicit by the 
use of subordinate clauses beginning with such 
conjunctions as "after,n "when," cmd 11before, 11 or 
by using the adv~rb "then 11 • If the urder of the 
actions depends on the state of the system being 
simulated, rm "if" clause may be used to specify 
the condition for performing an e.ction. Then a 
sentence with an "ot.herwise" in it would be used 
to give an alternate action to be perfor~ed when 
the condition is not met. 
In the sample problem in Figure l. sentences 
1, 3, and 4 a.re action Sb••tences describing the 
flow of vehicles thNugh the sU.tion. This same 
information could be given in a wide variety of 
ways. For example, the following would be ac-
ceptablo as input: 
Arrivals of vehicles occur at a 
station. lf the length of the line 
at the pump in the station is less 
than 2 when a vehicle arrives, it 
will be serviced at the pump. 
Otherwise, it will leave immediately. 
After being serviced, a vehicle 
leaves the station. 
In addition to descl'ibing the flow of mobile 
entities through the queuing system, the English 
statement of the problem must also furnish other 
information needed to simulate the system, such 
as thz various times involved. It is necessary 
to specify the time between arrivals, the time 
required to perform each activity, the length of 
the simulation run, and the basic time unit to be 
used in the GPSS program. Also, the quantity of 
each stationary entity should be specified. (A 
quantity of one is assumed otherwise.) Other 
information, such as that nf sentence 6 in the 
example, may also be givm1. 
In the sample problem, sentences 2, S, 6, 
8 and 9 are attribute sentences furnishing this 
additional information. just as with the action 
sentences, this information could be given in a 
wide variety of ways. For example, sentence 2, 
which specifies the values of both the location 
and quantity attributes of the pump, could be 
stated in at least the following three ways: 
There is one pu.~p in the station. 
The quantity of pumps in the station 
is one. 
There is one pump, and the pump is 
in the station. 
Each attribute sentence is essentially of 
the form, "attrioute of entity equals value." 
111e name oi the attribute may be given explicit-
ly, as is "quantity" in the second sentence above, 
or it may be implied by the verb or the type of 
value or some other characteristic of the sen-
tence. For example, the verb ''hold" implies .the 
capacity attribute in the following sentenca; 
The station can hold three cars. 
An equivalent statement would be: 
The capacity uf the station is 3 c&rs. 
In each of the following, the attribute is im-
plied by the type of value: 
The pump is in the station. 
The pump is green. 
These are equivalent to: 
The pump is located in the station. 
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Tile color of the pump is green. 
In sentenl.!e 8 of the sample problem, the attribute 
"inter-event time" is implied. 
The entity referred to may be a physical 
entity, such as pump and station in the above 
examples, or it may be an abstract entity, such as 
an action or a probability <list~ibution. When it 
is an action, the infinitive or present participle 
form of the action verb, along with appropriate 
modifiers, is usually used· to identify the action. 
For example, the following four sentences are all 
equivalent: 
The time to service a vehicle at the 
~ is S minutes. 
The time for servicing a vehicle at 
the pump is 5 minutes. 
The time for a vehicle's servicing 
at the pump is S minutes. 
The servicinc; of a vehicle at the pumn 
takes S minutes. 
Any one of the first three unde14 lined phrases 
could have appf>:ired in the fourth sentence of this 
example; too. 
The ~ part of an attribute sentence can 
take many di ffer,mt forms, as can be seen in the 
sruirple problem and in the above examples. Espe-
cially important in simulation models are quan-
titative values. of which there are several forms. 
The following phrases are examples of quantitative 
values: 
ten tons 
from 10 to 20 minutes 
9 minutes for tn1cks and S minutes 
for cars 
~xponentially distributed with a mean 
of two hours 
In the last phrase above there is actually a 
second level of attribute and \ialue, i.e. the 
mean (attribute) of the exponential distribution 
(entity) is two hours (value). Tilis can also be 
f.tost sentences of the input text are com-
pletely parsed (at least implicitly), i.e. every 
Nord and phrase must be accounted for. However •. 
the system is also capable of.extracting meaning 
seen in sentences 5 and 8 of the sample problem. from some sentences just by the appearance of cer-
Wh~never some action is referenced in either tain 11)(eywords." For instance, if. the words 
an action sentence or an attribute sentence, "time" and "unit" and some time phrase (e.g. "30 
only enough modifiers to distinguish that action seconds") appear in a sentence, the time phrase 
from othe~s have to be used. For example, sen-
tence 8 of the sampie problem could have begun, 
"Arrivals of vehicles" or "Arrivals of vehicles 
at the station." However, it was sufficient to 
simply say, "Arrivals," because only one "ar-
rive" action had been previously mentioned in 
the problem description. 
Some use of pronominal reference is al-
lowed~ also. For insta:tce, "it" is considered 
to refer to the most l'ecent non-persoit mobile 
entity or stationary entity mentioned, whichever 
would make a meaningful sentence in the queuing 
problem context. Similarly, "there" is consid-
ered to be a substitute far the most recent 
location phrase. Both of these ~an b~ seen in 
sentence 4 of the sample problem, emere '~it" 
refers to the "vehicle" and "there" means "at 
the pump." The following sentence would have 
exactly the same meaning as sentence 4: 
Otherwise, it is serviced at it; 
then it leaves. 
In this case the middle "it" would be taken as 
"the pump;" because a location phrase requires 
a stationary entity in the queuing probl~m 
context. 
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is considered to be the value ot: the TIMUNIT at-
tribute of MEM01tY. Similarly, the appearance of 
"GPSS" or ''program" results in the GPSS program 
being produced. In the sample problem, sentences 
7 1 9, 11, and 12 are keyword sentences. 
In the English input the user may either 
state the complete problem immediately. or he may 
state just some part of it and t.hen, let the sys-
ter.: ask questions to obtain the rest of the inf or-
1119.tion, as was done in Figure 1. Each time the 
system asks a question, it is trying to obtain the 
value o= some one essential attribute. A question 
may be answered by a complete sentence (e.g. state-
ment ~) or simply by an appropria:te phrase (e.g. 
statement 10} to fur~ish a value for the attribute, 
or the question may be ignored and a sentence with 
some other information given (e.g. statement 9). 
6. The English Problem Description Produced by 
~he System 
The overall manner in which 'the Engli.sh prob-
~em description is produced by the system can be 
se'n by comparing the informatioA in the text of 
Figure 2 with the information in the IPD of 
Figu!'e 4. The first paragraph is produced by 
going down the action list and saying something 
about the attributes of each action. The very 
first action is simply stated with an action sen-
tence containing informaticn about the type of 
action, its .\GENT and/or GOAL, and its LOCATION. 
If the IETM or DURATION attribute has a simple 
value, it will be included also, as a preposi-
tional phrase (e.g. "every 8 minutes" or "for 
5 minutes"). Otherwise, a separate staument 
in the form of an attribute sentence will be made 
about the IETM or DURATION, as can be seen in 
the figure. If tho action has an ASND!STR, a 
statement wi 11 then be made about it, as also 
can be seen in th~ figure. Finally, a statement 
of the form "After ... , .... " is produced from 
the SUCC attribute. The exact form of this 
statement depends upon the type of value which 
SUCC has. It can be seen in the figure that a 
'QTYP' successor descriptor actually results in 
two sentences, with the first one having an "if" 
clause and the second one beginning with "other-
wise". 
When describing an action which has already 
been mentioned in a successor statement, it is 
not necessary to produce a sdmple sentence about 
that action. If the action has a non-simple 
DURATION and/or a SUCC, the appropriate state-
ments about these can immediately be made. 1his 
is the case for the 'SERVIC' action in the exam-
ple. No output was produced from the 'LEAV' 
a~tion, because it had already been mentioned in 
a successor statement ano it had no add~tional 
attributes to be described. 
if a stationary entity has a QUANTITY or 
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CAPACITY attribute with a va.hte g:rea.ter than 1. 
a statement will be made about it shortly after 
the entity is first mtmtioned in an action sen-
tence (e.g. '"lbere are 2 pumps in the station." 
or ''The capacity of the station is 8 vehicles.") •. 
After descriJ>ing the actions and the entities, a 
separate one-sentence paragraph is produce.:l with 
the values of PROBTIME and· 1'IMUNIT of Mfil.f'JRY 11 .as 
can be seen in the figure. 
7. !1!!._~PSS Program Produced by the System 
The m&nner of producing the GPSS program is 
similar to tbat for the English problem descrip-
tion, but it involves 5oing down several lists, 
not just the action list. As was mentioned·ear-
liex. these other lists are not shown in the IPO 
drawing in Figure it.. Their contents will oo given 
in parentheaes at appropriate points in the fol-
lowing discussion~ however. 
The first bit of GPSS pr.ogram produced is a 
standard SIMULATE card and RMULT card. Then a 
pass is made down the stationary entity list 
[REC31, REC32) to produce an EQU card for each 
stationary entity, to relate its IDNAME and its 
IDNO a.nd to define it as a facility or a storage 
and a queue. If either the QUANTITY or r:APACITY 
attribute is greater than 1, an appropriate 
STORAGE definition card is also produced. TI1en a 
similar pass is made down the mobile 8ntity list 
(REC21, REC22, REC23) to output an EQU card and a 
TABLE card for each type of mobile entity that 
will actually appear in the simulation (i.e. those 
records that d.o not .have a CLASATR attribute). In 
the exallll'le, nothing is included fol' 'VEHICLE' 
because any vehicle tha.t appears is either a car 
or a truck. The tables defined rill be used to 
record transit times during the simulation. 
Next, a standard FUNCTION 1 for the l'IX-
ponential distr:i.bution and a standard FUNCTION 2 
for the unit normal distribution are pr~duced if 
they are required by the problem. 'fllen a pass 
.. 
corresponds to the flow of mobile entities through 
the actual system) .. For each action a blank com-
ment card (with an asterisk in column l), fol-
lowed by a comment card with a simple action sen-
tence on it is iD!lllediately put out. This is then 
followed by the blocks appropriate to this action. 
The group of blocks produced from an action 
is made down the distribution list (REC41, REC42, actually has two parts, the first of which depends 
REC43, REC44) to define a FilllCTION for each 
record that requires one. In the example, 
FHNCT ION 3 comes from REC6 2, and FUNCTION 4 
comes from REC43. This is followed by a similar 
pass down the successor descriptor list (RECSl) 
to def lne a FUNCTION for each record that re-
quire~ one. 'Ibis pass produced nothing in the 
example. 
Then the records in the distribution list 
are looked at once again to defi.ne an FVAttIABLE 
upon the type of action and the second of which 
depends upon the type of value the SUCC attribute 
has. For example, an 'ARRIV' usually produces a 
GENERATE and an ASSIGN, a 'LEAV' produces a 
TAflULATE and a TERMINATE, and most activities 
produce a sequence like QUEUE, SBIZE, DEPART, 
ADVANCE. and RELEASE, or minor variations thereof. 
A 'QTYP' successor descriptor results in a TEST, 
followed by a TRANSP~R (if necess6ry), and a sim-
ple SUCC results in an unconditional TRANSFER, as 
for each normal distribution used in the problem. can be seen in the ex,'illlple. If the 'LEAV 1 and 
One of these appears in the example. 1be numbers 'SERVIC 1 actions had baen in reverse order in the 
16 and 4 appear there for the mean and standard 
deviation. rather than 8 and 2, as might be ex~ 
pected, because the basic tinie unit to be used 
for this problem was specified as 30 seconds 
rather than 1 minute. The .-,·1111ber of each 
FUNCTION and FVARIABLE defined in the aoove 
passes is stored as the IDNO attribute of ·;;he 
record which caused the definition, for use in 
later processing. 
After the definitions have been taken care 
of 5 a pass is made down the action list to 
produce the executable blocks which describe the 
flow of transactions thrrJugh the program (which 
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~.\!tioH list, the resulting GPSS program would not 
have needed the two unconditional TRANSFER's which 
appear in this program, and they would have been· 
suppressed. 
The contents of most of th& argument fields 
of the various blocks depend, of ccurse, upon the 
attributes of the records in the IPD. For example, 
argument A of the GENERATE block is Vl here be-
cause FVARIABLL' 1 corresponds to the normal dis-
tribution which is the value of the IETM attribute 
of the 'ARRIV 1 action. Simlla.~ly, argument B of 
the ASSIGN block (which assigns the transaction 
type, either 2 or 3, to parameter 1 of the 
transaction) co~es fr~m the ASNDISTR attribute 
of the same action. A!'guments A, B. and C of 
the TEST block and a.rgunv:nt B of the TRANSFER 
come directly from the attributes SUCARG. MAXQ, 
CLOSACT, and OPENACT .:>f the 'QTYP' record. The 
LOCATION attribute determines the A argument for 
such blocks as QUEUE, DEPART, SEIZE. and REI..EASE, 
as c.an be seen in the example. 
It can also be seen thet a~gument A of the 
ADVANCE b!Qck (the mean advance time) refe~ences 
FUNCTION !, which was defined from the 'TYPTAB~' 
record which sper;ifies th'3 cean of the DURATION 
of the 'SEP.VIC'· action. When a trensaction en-
ters t~1at ADVANCE Mock. the appropriate mean 
time wil! be obtained from FUNCTION 3 using the 
value of parameter 1 which was ASSIGN~ed to it 
when it "arrived". This will then be modified 
by a value from FUNCTION 1 to yield a service 
time from the desired exponential distribution. 
'Ihe B argument of the last TRANSFER gets its 
value directly from the SUCC attribute of the 
'SERVIC' action. All actions are referenced by 
names of the form "ACTi". where i is the value 
of the action's IDNO attribute. 
Finally, after the blocks for the actions 
arc put out, a standard "timing loop" is pro-
duced to govern the run length of the simulation. 
The value in' the A argument:. of tho GENERATE 
block comes from PRC~TIME of MEMORY. In the 
example this value is 960, because ·there are 
960 30-second periods in 8 hours. 
8. The System 
The compater system developed for this 
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project is in the form of a 5000-statement. FORTRAN 
progr&.m called NLP (Natural Language Processor), 
which is intended to be useful for a wide range 
of natural-language, man-machine communication 
tasks. When rur: under the CP/CMS time-sharing 
system on nn IBM 360/67, it r~quires a virtual 
machine wi tJ1 3SOK bytes o~ storage. The program 
consists of about 100 routines, ranging in size 
from one which simply unpacks a four-byte word 
to another which is a compiler for a grammar~rule 
languag~. One lnrge gro~'P of routines provides 
list-processing capabilities. The main routine 
serves as a monitor to provide for :it1teractiun .. 
with the user. 
Before NLP can process n qu9uing problem, :t 
must be initialized with information about the 
relevant wo1·ds and concepts and about the grammars 
of .the languages to be used (currently English 
and GPSS) and how text is to be processed for 
these languages. Information about words and con-
cepts is ente:r.ed by means of "named record" 
definitions, and the grammars and processing a~e 
specified by "decoding rules" and "encoding rules". 
Each of these is discussed in detaU in Reference 
8. 
9. Ccmputer Time 
There are at least th~ee diffex·ent ki.nds of 
time which can be reported for a job run on a time 
sharing system. The 11virtual CPU time" does not 
include system overhead and is essentially the 
time that tne job would take if run under a batch 
system. The "total CPU time" includes system 
ove1•head, most o:f which is for paging. and depends 
some~hat oa the current load on the system. 
"Elapsed ti1ne" is the time thaf_'t.Jie user spend~ 
sitting at the terminal and ~an be very highly 
depend~nt on the current load. 
For the sample problem the virtual CPU time 
was 77 seconds for Figure 1. 26 seconds for 
Figure 2. and 45 seconds for Figure 3, for a 
total of 148 seconds. The total CPU time wa' 
151) seconds for Figure 1. 41 seconds for Figure 
2, and 65 seconds for Figure 3, for a total of 
262 seconds. 'Ihe elapsed time for this problem 
may vary from one half hour to two hours~ de-
pending on the load on the system. Due to im-
provements in the program, the times given here 
average about 35 percent less than thosa given 
in Ref eren•ce 7. 
10. Conclusion 
The system described h~re is considered to 
be in its early stages of development. It is 
already quit6 capable, as can. be seen from the 
sample problem, but it certainly is not yet 
ready for production use and may not be for at 
least a few years. 
In line with the overal 1 goal stated i.n the 
Introduction, work is currently being done on 
developing the capability for having the system 
perform the simulation, rather than just pro-
ducing a. GPSS program. This will make it pos-
sible to give the user more control over the 
actual simulation and also make it possible to 
report the results in the language of the prob-
lem. It is intendec that facilities for aiding 
statistical analyses will be incorporated. too. 
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Along with t.1tis, work is continually being done ' · 
to expand both the kinds of problems.that the 
system can handle and the language· which it will 
act:ept. 
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